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We remember the times when Babfor 

first started at the Cheongnyangri 

Station Square, then next to a heap of 

trash at a vegetable market, and under 

the Cheongnyangri overpass. Now we 

wait the support and interest of many 

people to build our very own building.
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30 Years of Dail Community, 
Looking Forward to Another 
30 years... 

30 years ago at the Cheongnyangri station square, an 

old man from Hamgyeong-do collapsed on the ground, 

drained from four days of starvation. The young Choi Il-

do held his hand, picked him up from the ground and fed 

him a bowl of hot soup. The old man gained more than 

just a full stomach, and through that encounter and a 

bowl of soup, I gave up studying in Germany to help 

people in need, the sharing of love that continued till 

this day.

The number of bowls shared exceeded ten million on 

May 2nd, 2017, and though it is much more than that 

now, we are still sharing meals in a temporary building. 

At the Cheongnyangri station square, the vegetable 

market, and under the overpass we acquired space for 

the people to sit and have a meal, but the temporary 

Babfor building made of panels is contantly under the 

risk of being the victim of NIMBY syndrome.

Babfor is now a renown representing name for 

sharing and serving. Taking the 30th anniversary as 

an opportunity, we hope to become more than just 

hunger-carers, touching hearts and souls with culture 

and welfare. Babfor as a multi culture welfare town can 

only be achieved through your help and support. We 

hope that all the Babfor members and supporters, who 

have whole-heartedly supported us all along, support 

us with the God-pleasing project.

On November 11th, 11am, the 30th anniversary of 

Dail Community, elders, homeless, the poor, and the 

supporters who fed anyone hungry, gathered together 

at the Babfor yard for worship service. The 30th 

anniversary was like the miracle of five loaves of bread 

and two fishes, full of joy and blessings. In the evening, 

we held the Dail Volunteer Awards for many volunteers 

that helped us for the past 30 years. We shared our 

gratitude and vision for the future of Dail. Every event 

was full of grace. We hope many would join us on this 

path of miracle, with the new to-be-constructed Babfor 

center, with your love and support.

Sincerely

                                      The Little Brother  
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30th Anniversary Special Edition

How many people have their own property in 

Seoul? Nowadays it is becoming harder to have 

one’s own property in the capital. The rich become 

richer, but the poor and the unfortunate are forced 

to move further away from the center, to places 

with poor residential environments. This is also the 

situation of the families that must visit the Babfor 

everyday to have a meal.

Most of them live in small rooms or rents, 

many of them who come from the outskirts of 

Seoul because they can’t even afford such a 

room in the city. Those who live in Dongducheon, 

Paju, Munsan, Incheon, Namyangju, etc. take 

the subway for two, three hours to get here for 

a meal. Nevertheless, they are grateful that the 

subway is free for the aged (over 65).

Please give us a registered Babfor building, 

where we can comfortably share a bowl of rice for 

The Cheongnyangri district used to be home 

to many poor people with small rooms and cheap 

housings. But now it is being redeveloped with 

high-rise apartments and buildings. Amid this 

wave of redevelopment, Seoul city is working 

on a project to build a welfare center on the 

city property next to the Babfor center. The 

construction project includes a chunk of Babfor 

ground, and once the construction begins, space 

for our use will be significantly reduced.

The Dail community knows clearly that the higher 

the height of the buildings, the deeper the shadows 

and the greater the pain of the poor who are left out 

Support the Babfor Reconstruction! Babfor means ‘Scooping 
Rice’ in Korean.

family members of the community who have never 

had a property in their name in Seoul. The current 

Babfor building, built by the Dail Community, is 

a temporary building constructed on Seoul city’s 

property. Because it is temporary, so it had to 

be built not with steel and concrete, but with 

panels. It doesn’t even have an elevator for the 

handicapped people.

The elders can’t go up the stairs with their legs 

and knees. We would love to hold cultural lecture 

programs and various events for them on the 

second floor, but the building has limitations. The 

elders have their meal on the first floor and go 

back home because they cannot climb the stairs. 

We also hope to move the Dail Little Heaven, 

the final shelter for the sick and homeless, here 

at Babfor. It currently uses part of the Dail Angel 

Hospital, but it originally belongs here with Babfor.

in the concrete jungle. That is why we need our own 

Babfor building, at which the alienated families of 

the community can feel at home.

The first donation to the Babfor reconstruction 

was KRW10,004,000, from a pastor who has lost 

his son. 1004 is pronounced the same as the word 

‘Angel’ in Korean. Even in the sorrow of losing an 

beloved angel, he gave thanks to God and wanted 

to help Babfor. We hope that we can all see this 

loving spirit and bring our hearts together to build 

the Babfor with our prayers and support.

Ask About Babfor Reconstruction Support

Tel. 82-2-2212-8004, www.dail.org

Donation Account

Kukmin Bank 467701-01-149676, Account Holder 

– Dail Welfare Foundation

Place to be built 
for Babfor building
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Dail Community 30th Anniversary, Giving thanks 
and sharing joy with the neighbors!!

30th Anniversary Thanksgiving Worship Service

review 1 

There's been a lot of events in the past 30 

years. The Dail Community wouldn’t have had 

this joy without the commitment and love of our 

neighbors and volunteers, back then when we 

used to share meals under the Cheongnyangri 

overpass, and also now with the Bapfor center, 

Since early in the morning this day, many 

neighbors have joined us in the front yard of the 

Babfor Center to celebrate the 30th anniversary 

together. Thanks to the performance of the 

navy's public relations team and the Saxophone 

mission team, the service was enjoyed by many 

people.

Minister Kim Dong-ho, the chairman of the 

After the ‘Bread of Life,’ and the performance 

Navy's public relations team, we served meals to 

the elders who had waited since dawn. We also 

November 11, 2018 is the 30th anniversary of the Dail Community.
Our act of sharing and love since 1988 has continued for 30 years.

Angel Hospital and many overseas branches. To 

mark the 30th anniversary of our foundation, we 

have prepared a thanksgiving service to share gifts 

with the neighbors in the morning, and the Dail 

Volunteer Awards in the afternoon to appreciate 

the volunteers.

PPL Foundation, delivered his speech under the 

title "Church Built Upon the Rock." Many people 

were moved by his message, that Babfor is a 

church, because there is love and sharing, and 

that he hopes Babfor as a church would last 

for generations to continue this act of love. 

The longtime sponsors of Dail, the tax services 

company Seokseong and the Navy Headquarters, 

also celebrated the 30th anniversary together.

presented them with warm inner wears, lunch boxes 

and snacks. Their hearty smiles filled our hearts with 

warmth.

Dail Community 30th Anniversary, Giving thanks and sharing 
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review 2 

The rapper San E and newscaster Chae Ga-

hye were the MCs of the thanksgiving night, and 

Park Won-Soon, the mayor of Seoul delivered 

his congratulatory message. Once the mood was 

liven up by Jang Sa-ik, the maestro of traditional 

Korean voice, the Dail Awards began. Former 

Korea World Vision Chairman Park Jong-sam, 

Certificates, plaques and bouquets were 

awarded to 15 teams, 15 individuals and 2 special 

awardee. Both the award giver and the receivers 

were thrilled with joy. The classic quintet U Angel 

Voice congratulated them with their performance. 

Kim Jong-un and Kim Dong-yeol gave their award 

speeches that deeply moved everyone. Kim Jong-

un spent his honeymoon with Babfor and ever 

since, his whole family has volunteered. Kim 

The Dail Community has been able to serve for 30 years because of the supporters, 

and the volunteers who have devoted themselves to great love without any compensation.

Everything we are, it is thanks to you!

We will continue to work with those who help us and humbly serve the community.

who served as the chairman of the awarding 

committee said that they tried their best to 

evaluate the awardee fairly. He also added that 

their priority was in those who have volunteered 

for over 10 years, those who have saved lives, 

and those who have volunteered even during 

their own hardships.

Dong-yeol, who works as a driver at the Seoul 

Metro, constantly visited Babfor to help out. 

Finally, the honorary ambassador Park Sang-

won and minister Choi Il-do delivered a message 

of joy and gratitude and provided information on 

supporting the reconstruction of Babfor building. 

Everyone agreed on the meaning and necessity 

of Babfor's reconstruction, and many of them 

subscribed to support us.

Dail Volunteer Awards and Thanksgiving Night for supporters

Thanksgiving and Companionship
Dail Volunteer Awards and Thanksgiving Night for supporters

At the thanksgiving night of November 11, we held the Dail Volunteer Awards 
at the Sejong Cultural Center to appreciate and acknowledge the
volunteers that have dedicated to our community without price.
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news

The  30th  ann iversary  sympos ium was 

successfully held on October 18th, 3:30 pm, at 

the Gwangjang-dong Presbyterian Theological 

Seminary auditorium (Ju Gi-cheol Memorial Hall).

The symposium was held with four 

topics, with each topic’s presenter 

presenting a paper and the participants 

commenting on it. Dr. Park Jong-sam (former Korea 

World Vision chairman) gave a general review of the 

conference. 

The presenter of the first topic, Cho 

Han-sang, a professor at Busan 

Presbyterian Theological Seminary, 

analyzed the 30-year history of Dail community 

from a spiritual theological view. He said that the 

Dail spiritual training program supports the spirit 

of the Dail Community’s ministry and thus it can 

serve left out neighbors and help create a better 

world. 

The second topic was the social 

welfare perspective of the 30 year 

service of Dail Community, presented 

by Dr. Yoo Jang-chun (Professor at Handong 

University). He reflected the Dail’s work to the 

Lord’s prayer, and suggested future assignments to 

pursue. 

Dr. Noh Chi-jun (Minister of Gwangju 

Yangrim Church) who presented the 

third topic analyzed the Dail’s 30 

years from a social ethic’s perspective. He mainly 

discussed the ‘Table Community’ that come to Babfor 

for a meal and the ‘Bab Peacemaker’ movement to 

talk about meals and peace. 

Dr. Kim Hyun-jin (Professor at 

Pyeongtaek University) was in charge 

of the final topic and announced the 

religious historical meaning of the 30-year history of 

the Dail Community. He explained the meaning and 

history of communities, and matched the meaning of 

church community with Dail.

This  conference,  sc ient i f ica l ly 

organized and defined by experts 

in theology and social welfare, was 

conducted in a more passionate and enthusiastic 

atmosphere than ever before. Dr. Park Jong-sam 

commented, "Dail community was able to come this 

far because they always considered the poor and the 

powerless to be the center of their work. Dail should 

be aware that they are the leaders and a role model in 

the path that the Korean church should take, and must 

always remain humble." 

Upon hearing the presentations of 

representatives from various fields, 

minister Choi Il-do, the head of the 

Da-il Community, expressed his gratitude for “the 

valuable thoughts, advice, and encouragements of 

the representatives, Dr. Park Jong-sam and Dr. O 

Sung Choon.” 

Dail 30th Anniversary Symposium

Looking at the 30th Anniversary of Dail Community 
from the Academic Perspective of Each Field
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Branch news

As the autumn and winter come and go, 

the group chat of the China Dail graduates is 

overflowing with messages. The birthdays, 

marriages, children’s birthdays are mostly 

concentrated during this season, so the chat is 

busy with congratulations and pictures shared. 

The members of the China Dail community are 

scattered all over China, Korea, and Cambodia, so 

the only time they can come together is during the 

Chinese New Year. But since once a year is far too 

seldom, the Aesim families residing at Hunchun 

region decided to come together regularly and plan 

specific activities. They not only eat together and 

share lives, but also do meaningful activities, helping 

people and doing things that God shows them to.

CHINA

Though they are a thousand miles apart, and busy 

living their lives, they are always sharing their 

events with each other. The blessings, jokes, 

cheers and prayers are what gives strength to all 

the members of the chat.

Hee-jun, Lee Director of China Dail Community

1 Aesim a monthly meeting

Group Chat at China Dail

China Dail Aesim 
(Love) society Wang Haiber

Wang, who recently moved from Jangchun 

to here at Hunchun, has joined the China Dail 

community and started living in the men’s 

quarters with Haito and Yochan. They lived 

together at the Dail nursery when they were 

little, and it seems living together is familiar and 

fun for them. The three friends have decided to 

become regular sponsors, however small, for the 

China Dail.

Volunteer and Support

China Dail Community +86-433-753-8004

China Dail +86-433-753-8004
Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)

The season of harvest, Chuseok, or Thanksgiving, 

is coming soon.

As the Korean saying, ‘I hope it’s always 

Chuseok,‘ the season of harvest has the magic of 

relaxing and enriching people’s hearts.

Vietnam harvests crops all around the year, 

so the Thanksgiving isn’t such a big deal here. 

Nonetheless we share food or presents, especially 

the ‘Moon Cake’ with the children and neighbors 

to express our gratitude.

Just like before, many have shared with us this 

year.

The Saigon Hanmaeum Union Church, Lotteria 

Company, and the K.I.S orchestra sent delicious 

Moon Cakes. We would like to express our gratitude 

for their unchanging hearts of love.

Thank you. We love you.

I think you may receive this letter the time will 

be Christmas season. Merry Christmas and Happy 

New Year!

Ae-ri Lee, Director of Vietnam Dail Community

VIETNAM

❶ Mooncake

❷ K.I.S Orchestra

‘Fruits of Sharing! For Harvest at Thanksgiving!’

Volunteer and Support

Vietnam Dail Community +84-90-382-0918

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)
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Shalom! Greetings with love and peace from the 

Cambodia Dail Community!

The clear and beautiful sound of instruments 

and voices echoed at the Phnom Krom village on 

one fine day of September.

The Hana Tour Company, having supported 

us with ‘Breadfor,’ ‘Boat Support Project,’ and 

the ‘Dome Library’ through the 2017 Hope Tour, 

visited us at Cambodia with the Chungnam Cultural 

Foundation’s Culture & Art Hope Tour Team.

The Culture & Art Hope Tour Team, COA Project 

(Dynamic Bounce) was launched as the culture 

and art support program to share the beauty of 

After the performances of violin, guitar, and 

piano in various genre from classical music to 

rap, the ‘Arapiya,’ the festival song of Cambodia 

was played, and of course, the people sang 

along cheerfully and some even danced to the 

music.

We were thankful to the local people, who 

must have been unfamiliar with classical music, 

but nevertheless applauded with each piece. Our 

clothes were soaked with sweat, but the concert 

with Hana Tours was also soaked with love and 

joy.

Thank you! It’s a beautiful world!

Arkoun preahyesaouv! (Thank you Jesus)

the local culture and nature with the public and 

to expand opportunities for cultural enjoyment. 

This tour had the purpose of livening up and giving 

dynamic spirit to Cambodia.

Despite the blazing heat, the children gather at 

the wooden storage at the village entrance with 

the predistributed free concert tickets in their 

hands.

The children sat in their seats with their 

faces filled with excitement. It was their first 

experience with western classical music, but they 

concentrated nevertheless, and a while later the 

melody and the sounds of the children became a 

harmony that filled the hall.

Mi-ja Sok, Director of Cambodia Dail Community

CAMBODIA

❶ support program

❸ support program from HANA tour

❷ support program

The clear, beautiful sound of love at Phnom Krom!

Volunteer and Support

Cambodia Dail Community +855-12-808-861

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)
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man. Salamat Po~!!’

Myung-hyun Lee, Director of Philippines Dail Community

PHILIPPINES

We are already at the end of this year. Our 

country Korea has stepped into the white kingdom 

of snow. But the children here at Philippines 

only know summer, and have never seen snow 

or the cold of winter. Nevertheless, they know 

that the warm support comes from the hands of 

volunteering angels who work hard even in the 

freezing cold.

Looking back, we realize all the love that we 

received this year. With the heart of gratitude, 

we would like to send our regards along with the 

lovely pictures of our children.

‘Thank you for your love this year. We hope you 

a merry Christmas, the day that God was born as a 

“Salamat Po, for All the Love this Year.”

Volunteer and Support

Philippines Dail Community
Director Myung-hyun Lee 
Mobile (+63)916-517-5892, emhok@dail.org

Philippines Dail Community Support
Kukmin 467701-01-299229 

Account Holder : Daily Dail, Corp.

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)

One-on-One Child Support, Christmas Greetings

Merry Christmas, Supporter! Thank you!

We send our greetings from the supported children all over the world, 

to the supporters who have accompanied us this year with love and attention.

We wish you a merry Christmas and a happy new year!
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Bhuban Timsina, Director of Nepal Dail Community

We established a Breadfor at Pokhara on April 

8, 2014, and continued to share bread with the 

children for 5 years. The warm, steaming bread 

became nourishment for the children, helping 

them grow taller and healthier. Along with them, 

Breadfor also grew larger to be rooted at Pokhara.

But in Nepal, an NGO’s approval to operate 

must be renewed every year. Breadfor failed to do 

so this year, and it resulted in potentially shutting 

down since July. We couldn’t directly bake bread 

The  const ruc t ion  o f  the  o rphanage  a t 

Sindhupalchok was interrupted for three months, 

due to the lack of funds. How grateful we were 

when the construction resumed with the donation 

mainly from the supporters in the U.S! The 

Director of Nepal Dail and staffs are visiting the 

construction site daily to look into the details, and 

ensure a safe and sturdy building for the children.

It seems like yesterday that the rebar and 

concrete were intertwined and all over the place, 

but it has already started to look like home with 

red bricks stacked up three stories high.

The building started to look like a decent 

orphanage, with compartments for various uses, 

and we can already visualize the children playing 

for the children, but we spent the difficult times 

with prayer and ensuring internal stability. After 

months of tears and prayer, we were re-approved 

on September 3. Thanks to your prayers and 

support, we can share bread and the gospel with 

the children again.

We ask for your prayer and support for the 

NGO re-approval each year, so that we can help 

feed the children of Nepal, and preserve their little 

smiles.

and living in those spaces.

The view from the orphanage is one of a kind. 

The windows were designed larger to let the 

children see the mountains and the river flowing 

right in front of the building. We hope the children 

here can breathe fresh air and grow healthy in 

nature.

Please Pray for Babfor at Kathmandu

Currently, the Babfor, kindergarten, and the 

Hopeschool of the Kathmandu Dail community is 

still waiting for approval of the government. We 

ask for your support so that they can be approved 

and start operating.

NEPAL

Sindhupalchok Dreamfor Orphanage construction is finally
on the way, thanks to the support of our support members!

Approval for Pokhara Project

Volunteer and Support

Nepal Dail Community +977-98494-58330

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)
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After the first youth program in May, we did 

a second one for the vacation. There were a lot 

of feedbacks from the last program through the 

survey we conducted. The children said that the 

English and bible classes were very informative 

and they enjoyed the zoo field trip very much. 

Too much studying, they said, and suggested 

that we watch a movie or two in between. They 

also liked the bread and juice for snack, but said 

that it would have been better if we gave them 

porridge with warm milk, which we gladly offered 

the second time.

Reviewing the children’s report cards for 

the second semester, we could see that their 

English grades were not excellent, but improving, 

hopefully because of our programs. We could also 

see that the children were doing terrible at math. 

We asked around, and found out that only 1 of the 

36 students have the math textbook, because of 

its expensive price. A surprising 130 students sat 

in one classroom, and it was impossible for our 

kids to learn any equations in the dark classroom, 

buses, was filled with the young girls’ and boys’ 

excitement.

The children expressing their gratitude for 

the trip, with a playful “Math? I’ll nail it!” was 

such a reward to our hard work. Three weeks 

isn’t very long, but we hope that the children can 

strengthen their basics through these programs. 

Also we hope the cultural field trips can enlarge 

their experiences and help them to be healthy 

members of the Uganda society.

We also decided to renovate a room of the 

Babfor center into a library, to be equipped with 

textbooks and other books to help the children 

study for their school and enjoy their leisure time 

with the front row seats taken by boarding 

students, the teacher’s voice inaudible, and the 

chalkboard a mile away. Our children don’t have 

textbooks for other subjects too, so we can’t 

expect them to improve on their grades.

So, we invited the math teacher at the Bahati 

middle school and taught basic math to the 

children from 2 pm to 4:30 pm. We also prepared 

math textbooks for all of them, so they were able 

to make notes and study at will. In the morning 

we had bible and English classes with pastor 

Richard. There was also the team-building, 

leadership classes.

It is not easy at Uganda for children to attend 

three weeks of classes, with all their chores at 

home, taking care of siblings, and working hours 

to earn money for school and expenses. To treat 

them with a special experience, we planned 

a field trip to the Victoria Lake, the source of 

River Nile, and to the ‘Lugazi Plant,’ the largest 

sugar plant in Uganda. The three hour drive, two 

during the vacation. We ask for your support for 

these children, who have not even a desk to study 

at home, to widen their knowledge and achieve 

their dreams at the Babfor library.

Chang-jae Byun Director of Uganda Dail Community

❷ a tour of the luge sugar plant❶ Students with happy smile during field trip

❸ Cheer for your dreams and hopes!

UGANDA

“Youth Program 2”

Volunteer and Support

Uganda Dail Community +256-771-072-382

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)
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Jambo! A pleasure meeting you!

It’s probably the same in any slums of the 

world; the children’s favorite sport is soccer. The 

children here at the Kunduchi quarry also love 

soccer. In fact, soccer is loved by the whole nation, 

and one can watch games on TV at any restaurant 

or public places. The children don’t have a proper 

ball, so they crumple up vinyl and tie it with strings 

to make a ball. Nevertheless, they enjoy playing 

with it, even with their bare feet. Thankfully, the 

Kunduchi Babfor center has a wide playground for 

them to enjoy soccer.

We have delivered news that one of our 

supporting children, Mussa Ramadani became 

sick with an unknown disease and became unable 

to walk or attend school. The costs for precise 

diagnosis and treatment was very expensive, 

but upon hearing this news, Musa’s one-on-one 

supporter, Ju Byung-kyu and his family, sent the 

money to cover the expenses. The supporter is a 

doctor, which made him have even more interest 

in Mussa.

Afterwards Mussa transferred to a special 

education school for the disabled, run by the 

Tanzanian government. Through daily rehabilitation 

training and treatment, he is now able to walk with 

crutches, and is getting better each day.

We later on heard from Mr. Ju that he and his 

family cheered loudly when they heard this news.

Mussa was able to attend the school and 

receive treatment because of the love and support 

of Mr, Ju and his family. We would like to thank 

them once again, and pray that Musa would get 

well enough to play his favorite soccer games with 

his friends.

So we organized the Dail Youth Soccer Team 

around the children that come to Babfor regularly. 

Ibra, the secretary of Babfor center, recruited 22 

players as soon as he heard the news. Ibra used to 

be a professional soccer player in Morogoro, and 

he has being praying for this all along. They don’t 

even have proper uniforms or soccer shoes yet, but 

they meet every Saturday and Sunday, early in the 

morning to practice. We hope one them will grow up 

to be a world-class player such as Messi or Ronaldo. 

Through them, we pray, that fame and glory will 

be to Tanzania and God.  We ask for your prayer, 

support and encouragement for the Youth FC Dail!

Jong-won Park Director of Tanzania Dail Community

❶ Tanzania's Day Youth Soccer Team

TANZANIA

❸ standing in a special school without crutches for a while.❷ Mussa visited center with mom on vacation.

Support the Tanzania Youth FC Dail!

Pray for Mussa Ramadani

Volunteer and Support

 Tanzania Dail Community +255-629-426-641

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004
Support – extension no. 1 after connection 
(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 
(International projects office)
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In August, a very special guest visited us 

at the America Dail. It was Kim Yeon-su co-

representative from the Korea Dail HQ, who 

encouraged us and delivered news on the 

Sindupalchok orphanage construction in Nepal, 

asking for help from the Korean community in 

U.S. Without even having time to rest from the 

jet lag, she met many people, day and night, in 

California and Atlanta, to ask for help.

The Nepal Dail community began building 

an orphanage for the 40 orphans from the 

earthquake of  2015,  but  had to  stop the 

construction due to lack of funds. Many people 

we met showed sympathy for the situation and 

decided to support us with the construction, and 

we are forever grateful for that. It was times 

that we could tell that God leads every footstep 

and let us meet precious people.

We also sent newsletters to the supporters of  

Dail community of U.S.A. informing them of the 

situation at hand. Churches, businesses, groups 

and individuals sent their support, some of them 

along with hand written letters. The letters of 

sympathy greatly moved our hearts.

We poured out our hearts in front of the 

people we met, and they gave back much more 

each time. We were very thankful.

We once again realized through this fund 

raising for the Nepal Dail that a sincere heart 

moves people, prayers are answered, and God is 

among those who share love with each other.

Also, through the donations, the construction 

was resumed. Only, one regrettable thing is that 

the operation of Babfor, Kindergarten, and the 

Hopeschool at the Kathmandu was interrupted 

along with the construction, and it is yet to be 

resumed, waiting for approval. Pray for the 

children who are scavenging for food, that we 

can feed them as soon as possible.

We are continuing to raise donations for the 

Nepal Dail. Those who are willing to support 

us, please contact the America Dail community. 

(770-813-0899, Director Go-Woon Kim). We 

thank each and every supporter in the U.S. who 

have supported us. We love you.

Go-Woon Kim Director of U.S.A. Dail Community

U.S.A.

God Is Among the Sharing of Love

Volunteer and Support

U.S.A. Dail Community +1-770-813-0899

Contact Us 82-2-2212-8004

Support – extension no. 1 after connection 

(Support management office)

Details – extension no. 6 after connection 

(International projects office)
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Jung-soon Im Director of Dail Little Heaven Korea

Volunteer and Support

Dail Little Heaven 82-2-2213-8004

Dail Little Heaven

KOREA

There are some people who do not welcome the 

holidays, ones who can’t visit their home or family 

because of some painful reasons.

Each of the elders here at Dail Little heaven has 

one’s own story, and are fighting cancer all alone. 

We have prepared entertainments and programs 

of consolation for them. Thanks to the support 

from Seoul Community Chest of Korea, and the 

Seoul Homeless Shelter Association, we were able 

to spend a rich Chuseok, Thanksgiving.

On September 22, we had a poetry reading 

contest, funded by the Seoul city as a public 

contest, on the third floor. In the kitchen, 

volunteers made delicious holiday dishes such as 

Pumpkin pancake, Pollack pancake, Japchae, and 

braised ribs(Galbi jjim).

On the 23rd, we handed out thick winter clothes 

at the halls of the first floor. Mr. Nam, one of 

our residents, smiled happily and added, “I really 

needed these clothes for the coming winter after 

the holidays. Thank you very much.”

1 (Day 3) Chuseok lunch ❷ (Day 4) Watching Movie

Date

9.22(Sat) 10:00~12:00 Poetry reading contest, making 
Chuseok dishes

13:00~15:00 Holiday gifts, Tuho

10:00~12:00 Singing contest

09:00~14:00 Movie and eat out

10:00~14:00 Go-stop, Gastroventure

9.23(Sun)

9.24(Mon) Chuseok

9.25(Tue)

9.26(Wed)

Time Program

On the 24th, the director had lunch with the 

residents and socialized with them. Following 

the meal was the singing contest, where many 

surprised us with hidden talents of song and 

dance, and different looks.

On the 25th, we went to the theatre to watch 

the film “Ansisung,” despite the difficulties of 

movement in many elders. Mr. Kim, a participant, 

said, “It has been ages since I’ve seen a movie 

outside the facility, and was so much fun.” The 

movie completed our happy holidays.

The first class of Dail Culture Class' second 

semester was lectured by professor Lee Gi-ho 

of Hanshin University, titled “Peace of Korea 

and a Plan for a New Asia.” Next in line was the 

troubadour and the composer of “Thorn Tree,” 

professor Ha Deok-gyu (professor of applied 

music department, Baekseok University). The 

students sang along with him and listened to his 

lecture.

As always, the lineup of lecturers for each 

week of this semester was outstanding. Yu Deok-

yeol, the head of Dongdaemun-gu office, Park 

Sung-rae representative, a smartphone and SNS 

teacher for elders over 50, Moon Hee-kang, the 

director of Korea Personality Counsel Education 

Center, Kim Sang-min, a former congressman 

who lectured “Feed Over Speak,” Jo Yeon-hwan 

CEO, a former head of Korea Forest Service 

and current head of Korea Forest Academy, Lee 

Ji-sang professor of SungKongHeo (Anglican 

Church) University, a singer and a composer, 

Lee Hyung-woo, representative of human-

centered-management Midas IT, Yeom Chang-

hwan director of hospital, who lectured “Happy 

Health Story for the Future,” No Young-ju, the 

No. 1 vocal trainer that turned out many famous 

singers and musical actors, and currently the 

director of Power Vocal Academy. We would 

like to thank all these great lecturers. The rest 

of the semester will be lectured by Park Sang-

won honorary ambassador, a famous movie 

actor, professor Park Hye-sook, who will share 

her personal experience of overcoming cancer, 

congressman Min Byung-doo of the Democratic 

Party, and finally, minister Choi I l-do, the 

representative of our Dail Community. On the 

behalf of the Little Heaven family, whose lives 

were enhanced by these precious lectures, we 

express our gratitude once again.

‘Lonely People, by Themselves...’

A New Step Through the Dail Culture Class
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We would like to introduce one of our family 

members, whom we have known for 4 years, but it 

seems like we’ve known her forever.

Many parents wish to teach their children the 

value of volunteering and sharing. We would like 

to introduce one of them who has come to Babfor.

We present to you Hwang Ijin (20), once a little 

girl following her mother here every Saturday, but 

now a grown university student, coming to Babfor 

on her own will.

We interviewed Hwang Ijin, who have learned 

the value of sharing, and a society that helps each 

other, through the Babfor volunteering with her 

mother as a child.

1. When did you first visit Babfor?

It was the winter vacation of the third year 

of middle school. Now I am a freshman at a 

university, so it has been 4 years.

2. What was that brought you here?

I want to be a 911 rescue team member, 

specializing in emergency medical care. I can’t 

yet help people with any professional medical 

knowledge, but I realized that I can start by 

helping people with little things. I wanted to 

help unfortunate neighbors with whatever I can 

do. While searching for a place to volunteer, 

my mother recommended Babfor of the Dail 

Community, since she knew my thoughts. Upon 

this opportunity, I have volunteered once or 

twice each month regularly, which continued till 

now.

volunteering can truly shine when individuals 

come together with a sincere heart. I also believe 

that volunteering isn’t to be praised by others, 

but rather a worthwhile and a healing process for 

myself. True sharing is being thankful for giving 

whatever little I can give.

6. If there is anything you want from Babfor, let 

us know.

I hope Babfor will continue to be, as always, a 

hope of living for those in the dark, and a warm 

and comfortable home to those who need it.

Go Babfor! The Salt and the Light of the World!

3. Could you introduce your family members 

who come with you to volunteer at Babfor?

I like volunteering as a family because I can 

share this feeling of sharing with my family. First, 

there is my mom and aunt, who is the center of 

this volunteer and who always helps me with 

it. Then there is my brother Sukjin, who always 

complains of being tired but knows the value of 

sharing more than anyone. Also there are my 

cousins Kyu-yeon and Bo-yeon, who is very 

busy but comes to volunteer whenever they are 

free. And of course, there’s me, who is busy with 

studying but always waiting to come here. The 

six of us are participating at Babfor once or twice 

every month.

4. You seemed to be very interested in helping 

others. What is the reason for continuing this 

act of love?

My mom and  aunt  i n f l uenced  me  in to 

experiencing various activities since I was little. 

Then came by desire to help those in need and the 

interest in volunteer work. The Babfor’s slogan, 

“Now, Here, From Little Things, From What I Can 

Do, Starting From Me,” is exactly my thought in 

helping the people and the society.

5. What do you think ‘Volunteer’ is?

A paragraph from one of the printouts of 

Dail struck me and was deeply engraved in my 

heart, because it resonated with my own beliefs. 

“Sharing is a mirror, reflecting light. One reflects 

the light to another, then to another, and so on, 

until the world is a brighter place.” “The process 

requires us to reflect and shine the light on 

someone else.” As this paragraph says, I believe 

Mi-kyung Kim Manager of Babfor Sharing Movement HeadquatersBabfor Sharing Movement Headquaters

KOREA

1 Ms. Hwang Yi-Jin's family at Babfor

❷ Ms. Hwang Yi-jin, who is consistently volunteering.

Volunteer and Support

Babfor Sharing Movement Headquaters 
82-2-2214-0365
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Ryu Soo-hee, the deputy head of Happy Cook, and her children

Ryu Soo-hee, the Yesman to all of Babfor’s requests, visited us with here 

children. And of course, subtlety of bringing the pot that we needed all along! 

Thank you very much.

I am a Happy Volunteer

Babfor Sharing Movement Headquarters 

Vietnam

I Am a Happy Volunteer 

Friendship Circle

The Friendship Circle visited Babfor 

at Cheongnyangri. It was their first 

time with us, but we were impressed 

by their endless energy and smile till 

the end. They entertained the elders 

before lunch, with Korean traditional 

music and pop music. Thank you for 

your joyful volunteering and sharing of 

love. We hope we can see you again!

Alpha Alpine Club 

Once again, the Alpha Alpine Club 

visited Babfor this month to serve 

meals  to  the e lders .  The many 

ingredients to prepare and the bad 

weather got us worried, but they did 

much better than expected. Alpha 

Alpine Club, that always think about 

us and share love to the elders, you 

are the best!

Park Kyun-sook, Ban Su-jin

Park Kyun-sook, Ban Su-jin visited us. 

They have been volunteering for us 

since May 2017. When we are short of 

hands at the Cheongnyangri Babfor, 

where more than 800 people come to 

eat everyday, these two are there to 

help us with all the hard work. We are 

always moved by you. We hope you 

will be with us all along!

Author Kim Ju-young

Hands can do a lot of things, but the art of writing texts that move one’s heart is 

the deepest of them. Author Kim Ju-young who worked in various fields including 

the public broadcasting in Korea, visited Babfor. Midst the busy schedule, you 

were our Mrs. Santa Claus, with arms full of presents. We hope to see you again 

soon.

Uganda

A mother and two sons! The family 

volunteer

A mother and her two sons came to 

volunteer at Dail Little Heaven. The 

typical high school students that 

come here are sent by their mothers, 

but rarely come with them. The 

mother answered to our curiosity 

with tears. Her sons have autistic 

disorder, she said, but nevertheless 

she  wanted  to  show them the 

world and grow in them a helping 

heart. Her reason for volunteering 

deeply moved us. The two brothers 

spotlessly cleaned the Little Heaven 

under instruction, and also warmed 

the hearts of our elders. Come again, 

brothers. We are always waiting for 

you.

Park So-young from Kimpo Foreign 

Language High School

An 18 year old, must be busy over her 

head studying! But Park So-young 

from Kimpo Foreign Language High 

School visits us from time to time. 

With her smart looking appearance 

and overflowing confidence, she is the 

perfect volunteer at Little Heaven. We 

couldn’t believe how mature she was 

when we heard that she comes all the 

way from Kimpo to Cheongnyangri to 

serve the elders here at Little Heaven. 

We can entrust her with any volunteer 

work these days. So-young says that 

she always maintains the attitude 

of learning anew here, and that she 

wants to continue coming here even 

after graduating high school. We wish 

you the best with your studies and 

college entrance. Keep it up!

Dongdaemun-gu Love Cleaning 

Volunteer Team

T h e  D o n d a e m u n - g u  v o l u n t e e r 

center runs the Cleaning Volunteer 

team by recruiting volunteers and 

d i rect ly  connect ing  them wi th 

Dail Little Heaven. This time, high 

school students came to clean Little 

Heaven. We had an orientation for 

the first timers and continued with 

cleaning. Despite the early morning, 

they didn’t seem tired at all. They 

helped us with cleaning, preparing 

snacks,  and emotional  support 

programs for elders. It didn’t seem 

like their first time at all! Please 

come again through Dongdaemun-gu 

volunteer center!

Little Heaven

University entrance of a volunteer

Kwon Yong-bae, the defense attaché, and his family have 

been helping us since we started Babfor last December. His 

children Kwon Ban-seok and Kwon Ei-in entered a university 

in Amsterdam, Netherlands, and worked their final Babfor the 

day before departure. We hope you adjust there and do well! 

Thank you.

I am a Happy Volunteer
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Cambodia (Siem Reap Base Branch)

Cambodia (Phnom Penh Branch)

Pastor Hwang Chae-soon and the Cheerful Full Gospel Church

Pastor Hwang Chae-soon, who has been supporting the Cambodia Dail 

Floating Village Kindergarten visited the Cambodia Dail community with 

the Full Gospel Church Vision Trip Team. They visited the kindergarten and 

Omanueok Church and shared music concerts, Taekwondo demonstration 

and Babfor. Especially at the Omanueok Church, the joy overflowed 

among children because of the precious gifts they brought us. We thank 

you for your love and prayer for Cambodia. It’s a beautiful world! Arkoun 

preahyesaouv! (Thank you Jesus)

Gangwon-do Office of Education

The Gangwon-do Office of Education visited us and helped us with Babfor and 

Breadfor at Phnom Penh. On the first day, elementary students worked with us 

so cheerfully that all the staff and teachers were very proud. On the second day 

came the middle and high school students who cleaned up and fed the children. 

We thank you for your volunteer in Babfor and Breadfor for two days.

Jeollanam-do Province Doctors Association

Kim Yong-duk presbyter, who shares his love with Dail at Nepal and 

Cambodia with his healing hands, visited us with the Jeollanam-do 

Province Doctors Medical Mission Team. They treated patients at the 

Siem Reap Phnom Krom Center, Omanueok, and Phnom Penh. Even in 

the sizzling heat they were restless to treat as many patients as possible. 

We would like to thank you again. They also promised to support us with 

prayer and attention, and to visit us again! It’s a beautiful world! Arkoun 

preahyesaouv!

Woori Bank Multicultural Scholarship Foundation & Woori Bank Multicultural 

Families & Woori Finance Cambodia

The Woori Bank Multicultural Scholarship Foundation paid us a visit. They 

prepared many performances that the children enjoyed very much. They were 

eager to please the children with every performance. At Babfor, they made eye 

contact with each child, who repaid them with a smile. We express our gratitude 

to everyone of Woori Bank Multicultural Scholarship Foundation & Woori Bank 

Multicultural Families & Woori Finance Cambodia.

I am a Happy Volunteer

Sponsorship Guide

Regular Donations One-time Donations

Donation Accounts in Korea

Account Holder : Dail Welfare Foundation
SC Bank Korea : 150-10-012464 

Kookmin Bank : 010-01-0619-487 

IBK : 017-033086-01-013

Nonghyup Bank : 351-0741-3770-13 

Shinhan Bank : 140003287625 

Woori Bank : 151-05-001902

Korea Post Bank : 010983-01- 001609 

Hana Bank : 214-890006-95604

Account Holder : Dail Little Heaven
Woori Bank : 1005-801-848969

Account Holder : Daily Dail
For Nepal Kookmin Bank : 467701-01-299245

For Vietnam Kookmin Bank : 467701-01-299216 

For Uganda Kookmin Bank: 467701-01-299261 

For China Kookmin Bank : 467701-01-299203

For Cambodia Kookmin Bank : 467701-01-299232 

For Tanzania Kookmin Bank : 467701-01-299258 

For Philippines Kookmin Ban k: 467701-01-299229

Donation in USA

Via Check
You may make a donation by check payable 

to Dail Community of USA and mail to :

Dail community of USA, P.O BOX 337 SUWANEE GA 30024

Via Debit / Credit Card / ACH Payments
Please contact us :

TEL. 1-770-813-0899     E-MAIL. usa@dail.org

Via Website
You may make a donation via our website.

www.dailusa.org

Donation in Canada

You may make a donation by check payable to Dail Community of Canada 

and mail to : 1811-270 Scarlett Rd. Toronto, ON M6N 4X7, CANADA

TEL. 1-416-824-4831    E-MAIL. hslee471103@dail.org

* Your donation is tax deductible. 

*  Please visit our website for further information.

For inquiries  TEL. 82-2-2212-8004   FAX. 82-2-2243-8032

Happiness of 10,000 Won 

(KRW 10,000/month)

The donations are made to support 

the Babfor Sharing Movement Headquarters, 

Dail Angel’s Hospital, 

as well as the overseas missions of Dail.

Angel Company

(KRW 100,000/month) 

This is a sponsorship program for enterprises 

to donate a designated amount 

on a monthly basis to help people in need 

and create a warm society.

1:1 Overseas Child Sponsorship 

(KRW 30,000/month)

A one-on-one tie is formed 

between a sponsor 

and a child to help raise the child 

and foster his/her dreams.

1:1 Overseas Child Sponsorship 

(KRW 30,000/month)

This is a sponsorship program for churches to 

donate a designated amount on a monthly basis 

to help vulnerable and marginalized populations 

and to further expand the Kingdom of God.

Dail Angel Sponsorship

(KRW 1 million per account)

This is a sponsorship program where you 

can become a “Dail Angel Member” 

and support the programs of the domestic 

and overseas branches of Dail Community.

Dail Lifetime Angel Sponsorship

(KRW 10.04 million per account)

This is an eternal sponsorship program where 

you can become an “Eternal Dail Angel Member” 

and support the Seolgoksan Dail Community 

Project and various missions of the domestic 

and overseas branches of Dail Community.



Contact Information of Domestic and Overseas Branches

Dail Community of Uganda

P.O Box 85, Kisubi, UGANDA 

+256-771-072-382

Dail Community of Nepal

Kathmandu (Main Office)

 Manohora 16 Madhayapur thimi city Bhakthpur, NEPAL 

Post Box No. 25655 Kathmandu, NEPAL

+977-98494-58330 +977-98413-84069

Pokhara (Branch Office)

 17 Damside Kaski, Pokhara Sub Municipality, NEPAL 

+977-98607-76685

Dail Community of Vietnam

� �

+84-90-382-0918

Dail Community of Cambodia

Siem Reap (Main Office)

 St N'63 Tour Kork Pey Phnom Krom village Siem Reap 

Commune Siem Reap Province, CAMBODIA

+855-12-808-861

Phnom Penh (Branch Office)

Angdong village, Kook Roka Commune,

Dong Kor District, Phnome Penh, City, CAMBODIA

+855-17-764-440

Dail Community of Tanzania

 Sea Breeze APT SB-2, Plot No. 192, Dar es Salaam, 

TANZANIA

+255-629-426-641

Dail Community of USA

2976 buford hwy Duluth GA 30096, USA

+1-770-813-0899 

(Fax) +1-770-813-0133

www.dailusa.org

Dail Community of Canada

1811-270 Scarlett Rd. Toronto, ON M6N 4X7, CANADA

+1-416-824-4831

Dail Community 

 17-3, Mugan-ro 902beon-gil, Seorak-myeon, Gapyeong-

gun, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

+82-31-584-7478

Daily Dail International 

 57, Seoulsiripdae-ro, Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul, 02558, 

Republic of Korea

+82-2-2212-8004

Dail Welfare Foundation

 57, Seoulsiripdae-ro, Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul, 02558, 

Republic of Korea

+82-2-2212-8004

Babfor Sharing Movement Headquarters

 8, Hwangmul-ro, Seoulsiripdae-ro, Dongdaemun-gu, 

Seoul, 02591, Republic of Korea

+82-2-2214-0365

Dail Angel’s Hospital and Dail Little Heaven

 57, Seoulsiripdae-ro, Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul, 02558, 

Republic of Korea

+82-2-2212-8004

Seolgoksan Dail Community

 330 Bongmisan-angil, Seorak-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, 

Gyeonggi-do, 12471, Republic of Korea

+82-31-585-2004

Dail Peace Village

 17-3 Mookan-ro 902, Seorak-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, 

Gyeonggi- do, 12474, Republic of Korea

+82-31-584-7478

Dail Community of China

� �
CHINA (Please write in Chinese)

+86-433-753-8004

Dail Community of Philippines

Kamansi (Main Office)

 2A Mustang st Pusok, Lapu-lapu city, 6015 Cebu, PHILIPPINES

+63-916-517-5892

Dial +82-2-2212-8004 (main contact number of Dail Community) to contact any of our main offices or branch offices.

Are you experiencing happiness regardless of your environment or circumstance 

at your own will?

Seolgok-Dail community provides the opportunity to travel through spiritual 

space to seek a beautiful world on mother earth. For a week you can leave all your 

worries, sorrows, anxieties, and troubles behind and find answers to the question, 

"Who am I?", "Where am I in my life?", "What am I looking for?" and "What is the 

road to true happiness?" Along with Pastor Il-Do Choi and Yeon-Soo Kim, we have 

prepared spirtual leaders who can open doors to grace and guide you through the 

Christian spiritual training that has been passe  down through church traditions 

including a diverse range of prayer training as well as healing of the whole-person 

including the body and soul.

Finding a Beautiful World

we focus on the negative emotions that interfere with us and help us to discover 

the roots of emotions, such as sadness, depression and grievance, which prevent 

us from living the original nature of God, love and gratitude. Silent Prayer and 

liner Healing, Facing these negative emotions in the ongoing questions, we find 

that the roots of the emotions are the rigid thought structures we have created 

and the unconscious systems that make up the structure of our thoughts. The 

awakening to notice the system comes with the "Aha!" experience, where the 

eggs are broken as if the eggshell breaks and the ground is shiny.

Schedule       Jan 7-11(M~F), 2019 in South Korea

                     Feb 4-8(M~F), 2019 in South Korea

Location        DAIL Community Retreat Center(kyunki-do Gapyung gun Seorak-

myeon, Bongmisanan-gil 330) South, Korea

Contact         Tel : 82-31-585-2004 / email : dailbook@dail.org

                     Mr. Jihun Kim (Directowr of DAIL retreat center of South Korea)

 Leader l Pastor IL-DO CHOI

 Presently,

•Representative of DAIL Community

•Senior Pastor of Calvery Chaple

•Chairman of the Board of DAIL

    Social Welfare Foundation

•Chairman of DailyDail 

    International

 DAIL Community

 Retreat Center

 T.  +82-31-585-6478

 F.  +82-31-585-6479

 e-mail          sgdail@dail.org

 homepage   www.sgdail.org

DAIL Community
Spiritual Retreat Program

You can find a beautiful world through our 

Spiritual Training Center at the Seolgok Mountain DAIL Community.



Jesus, who came to earth as the bread of life! 

Thank you for allowing us to share warm meals with

more than 10 million people 

suffering from poverty and hardship  

through Babfor Sharing Movement Headquarters 

for the past 30 years. 

Although many years have gone by, 

Babfor is still being run at a provisional building. 

We pray that a permanent facility be established 

to better assist our marginalized neighbors

for it will help give comfort and courage 

to those living amidst pain, suffering and despair 

and provide a much-needed shelter and hope  

to the homeless and lonely seniors. 

Grant the Babfor volunteers, 

who are more than 500,000 in number, 

a new mission to participate in 

the reconstruction of Babfor Center 

so that it may become an iconic place in Dongdaemun-gu 

that leads the City of Seoul in sharing and service. 

We pray in the name of Jesus Christ, 

who achieves reconciliation and union 

and brings peace through bab (rice).

Amen. 

For those who need a warm meal, We can share our love.

We look forward to your participation in the reconstruction of Babfor.

Contact in U.S.A. Tel 1-770-813-0899 www.dailusa.org

Donation Accounts in Korea Kookmin Bank 467701-01-149676(Account Holder : Dail Welfare Foundation)

The Prayer for the Reconstruction of 
Babfor Sharing Movement Headquarters


